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ABSTRACT
Embedded vector processor is a kind of high-performance
parallel processor. Pipeline design is a key technology in
embedded vector microprocessors. This paper proposes a
new modeling method for vector processor pipeline using
open queueing network by instruction set feature of vector
processor. According to instruction set distribution of vec-
tor processor in the practical projects and flowing in the
pipeline modeling, the model of pipeline queueing network
is analyzed. Total delay and mean delay are computed in
every path. A better solution of pipeline is put forward
as a result of delay data. Serving time of server nodes is
averaged by partitioning for pipeline modeling and adding
processing nodes in executing model. In conclusion, the de-
lay data before and after improvement pipeline scheme are
analyzed: the delay distributing of improvement scheme is
almost equality and choke points with long delay and un-
equal are avoided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded vector processor is a Single Instruction Mul-

tiple Data (SIMD) processor [1], which is a kind of high-
performance parallel processor [2]. Repeated computing of
the large amounts of data is solved by vector processor,
which is used in embedded graphics image processing [3],
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data compression and data encryption in the communica-
tion field, and high-performance computing [4], etc. Appli-
cation of pipeline technology [5] is an effective way, which
is used to improve processing capacity of vector processor
in the data operations. Processor pipeline is divided into
multiple modules according to instruction execution time
and process, so that multiple instructions operate in a par-
allel way within the different modules in the pipeline. The
utilization of internal components in the CPU is increased,
therefore processing speed is improved. At present, most of
the pipeline technologies are proposed based on scalar pro-
cessor architecture. These technologies are not fully suitable
for pipeline of vector processor, resulting complicated design
of pipeline architecture and difficult scheduling control, thus
its efficiency is not high in vector processor pipeline. There-
fore, research for modeling and optimization methods based
on pipeline of vector processor have theoretical significance
and practical value.

Queueing network is an effective system-level modeling
method, which is widely used in modeling and performance
analysis of computer systems and communication systems
[6], [7]. In the queueing network models of pipeline tech-
nology, the task processing speed of queuing network nodes
corresponds to the delay of pipe-segment, and the queue-
ing network topology corresponds to link relationship in the
pipe-segment in pipeline [8]. In recent years, the queue-
ing network delay has been explored. Bolot and others in
the reference [9] gave a method of network path delay, in
a relatively short time period detecting the shortest delay.
In the literature [10], Gurewitz, Cidon, and others sug-
gested an improvemented objective function based on the
least-squares difference, and the estimation method of de-
terministic time-delay is discussed. In the reference [11],
Papagiannaki, Moon, Fraleigh et al. measured the shortest
delay of queuing system based on maximum entropy meth-
ods. Literature [12] employed queueing network in order to
model opportunistic multi-hop packet forwarding along the
street with respect to the specifications of MAC and routing
schemes, and evaluated the average delay and the maximum
stable throughput. The successful use of queuing network
solves the extension of all fields, but in the field of embedded
microprocessor pipeline modeling and delay analysis is rarely
mentioned. This paper presents a method of designing and
modeling for pipeline based on vector processor. Through
the establishment of an open queueing network model, the
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end-to-end delay of queueing network paths and the whole
system delay are modeled and analyzed. The best solution
of instruction pipeline for vector processor was obtained.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the architecture of vector processor pipeline
and its function modules. Section 3 details related work
and background knowledge, which include analyzing open
queueing network, modeling of the vector processor pipeline
using open queueing network, path delay calculation and
average delay calculation for entire queueing network. Sub-
section 4.1 analyzes the original model of pipeline queueing
network. Subsection 4.2 presents the modeling improved
pipeline queueing network and re-calculates the path delays.
Subsection 4.3 analyzes the average network delays with M
paths and the comparison of maximum average node delay
of before and after improvement. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 5.

2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF VECTOR PRO-
CESSOR PIPELINE AND QUESTIONS

We design a vector processor, which is 8 x 32bits parallel
processor, using 32-bit instruction word length of the RISC
instruction system [13]. Data bus is 32 bits, vector length
can be configured from 1 to 8. The overall architecture is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The pipeline architecture of vector pro-
cessor

The vector processor pipeline has seven components, in-
cluding: 1) Registers Group (RG), 2) Pipeline Controller
(PIPEC), 3) Fetching Module (IF), 4) Decoding Module
(ID), 5) Executing Module (EX), 6) Memory Access Module
(MA), and 7) Write-back Module (WB). Where, the reg-
isters group includes scalar registers and vector registers.
The instruction Cache is loaded by the instruction memory
interface. The instruction operation code has been iden-
tified in the decoding stage and the data been read from

registers. Arithmetic and logic operation functions and the
address calculation function are realized in the executing
stage of instruction pipeline. This module also includes the
scalar data, vector data, and multiplication of data process-
ing and computing, thus needs more time-consuming. Only
the memory access instruction flows through the MA, where
it can include byte, half word, word and multi-word memory
access instructions. If instruction needs to be written back,
the result is written back to the corresponding registers.
Each instruction in accordance with the order of instruc-
tion address is read out in the whole pipeline operations,
flows through the IF, ID, EX, MA, WB five stages in turn,
under the control of the pipeline controller.

When the vector processor is running, the loaded instruc-
tions are processed by pipeline. The instruction’s path through
the pipeline is different for instruction flows of different types,
and the time delay of processing instruction is different for
different paths. One critical issue in designing effective pipelines
is how to get the delay of shortest paths and nodes by repar-
titioning the pipeline modules according to different instruc-
tion flowing paths, which will greatly shorten the average
delay. In the following work, the queuing network model-
ing method is used to calculate the path delay and improve
vector processor pipeline.

In order to better describe the modeling and analysis
methods, the following symbols are defined as Tab. 1.

3. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
KNOWLEDGE

3.1 Open Queueing network
Open queueing network of a typical queue is displayed as

shown in Fig. 2. When a task reaches node i, there are three
conditions in an open queueing network of a typical queue:
(i)Independent external Poisson arrival λe. (ii)From queue
k with probability pki to reach node i. (iii)With probability
pii in the network loop. When a task leave from node i, there
are two conditions: (i)To reach node j with probability pij .



Table 1: The symbol definition

Symbol Description
i, j, k, d Node No. in the queueing network.
m Queue length of node.
n Path No. in the queueing network.
N Total number of node in the paths.
M Total number of path in the

queueing network.
λi Average task arrival rate of node i.
µi Service rate of node i.
ρi Utilization of Node i.
λe Independent external Poisson arrival.
pie Probability of leaving the node i.
pij Probability of from node i to node j.
γ Pure arrival rate, which enter the

queueing network.
K Node state.

E(kn) Average tasks number in the path n.
E(k) Average tasks number in the

queueing network.
E(T ) End to end delay with N-level nodes .
EM (T ) Average network delay with M paths.

(ii)To leave the node i with probabilit pie.

Figure 2: The queue modeling of queueing network

For the open queueing network, Theorem1 has been es-
tablished.

Theorem 1. For any open queueing network, all possible
speed of leaving the node i equal the arrival speed in the
state.[
λi +

m∑
i=1

µi

]
p(k) =

m∑
i=1

λep(k − Ii) +
m∑
i=1

pidλip(k + Ii)+

+
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

pkiλkp(k + Ij − Ii) (1)

Where Ii and Ij is a unit vector, that show per unit change
of a node starting from a state . More details on Theorem
1 can be found in [14].

By Theorem 1, we can give corollary 1:
Corollary 1. For open queueing network of pipeline,

number of all possible instruction of leaving the node i equal
the arrival number in the state.

λe +

m−1∑
i=1

λkpki =

d∑
f=j

λipif + pieλi (2)

Proof: Using reductio ad absurdum, suppose the num-
ber of instructions entering the node i is not equal to the
number of instructions leaving the node i, then according
to Theorem 1 of the flow balance equation, there must be
instruction with probability pii 6= 0 in the self-loop. This is

in contradiction with that each node service is the order of
one-way in a microprocessor instruction pipeline. Therefore,
the Corollary1 is established. (End proof ).

3.2 Node delay calculation
Each task delay is formed by queuing delay (wait delay)

and transmission delay in the queueing network of pipeline.
Where, transmission delay has linked with groping length
and capacity of transmission path.

Utilization ρi of node i by the formula (3) is given.

ρi =
λi

µi
(3)

End to end delays caused by M/M/1 queueing models of the
N -level nodes, by the formula (4) is given.

E(T ) =

N∑
i=1

1

µi − λi
=

N∑
i=1

1/µi

1− ρi
(4)

3.3 Average delay calculation for entire queue-
ing network

In the pipeline queueing networks, each node is considered
as a M/M/1 queue, and each path is considered as a queue-
ing model with N -level nodes, service rate µn, the average
task arrival rate λn and pure arrival rate γ of entering the
queueing network. Then the average task number E(kn) in
the path n equals sum of servicing and queuing tasks, E(kn)
can be the formula (5) obtained.

E(kn) =
λn

µn − λn
(5)

The average number of tasks E(k)in queueing network can
be the formula (6) obtained.

E(k) =

M∑
n=1

E(kn) (6)

The average number of tasks E(k) and the average delay
EM (T ) of entire queueing network accord with the following
relationship (7) by Little’s formula [15].

γEM (T ) = E(k) (7)

The average network delay with M paths is obtained by the
equation (5), (6), (7), that shown in formula (8).

EM (T ) =
1

γ

M∑
n=1

λnTn =
1

γ

M∑
n=1

λn

µn − λn
(8)

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING
QUEUEING NETWORK MODELING

4.1 Modeling for vector processor pipeline
According to Reference [16] used in the method descrip-

tion of queuing system, we will build the pipeline of vec-
tor processor as an open queueing network. Various types
of instruction arrival rate approximates Poisson distribu-
tion, and interval of service time approximates exponentially
distributing. The pipeline queueing model is formed by a
queueing network of M/M/1 queues. The queueing network
of five level pipeline is shown in Fig. 3. The nodes 1 to



Figure 3: The Queueing network of five level
pipeline

5 represent the fetching module, decoding module, execut-
ing module, memory access module and register write-back
module in the queueing network of pipeline.

Embedded vector processor instructions can be classed
into branch instructions, scalar and vector data processing
instructions, testing instructions, load/store instructions for
single memories, load/store instructions for multiple mem-
ories and scalar multiplication instruction. Instructions of
different function types are served differently in the pipeline.
For example, data processing instructions need write-back
results, and test instructions do not need to write back the
results. In this paper, to achieve the highest performance
and efficiency for the pipeline components of embedded vec-
tor processor, different function instructions are classified
and statistics by practical project tasks that vector proces-
sors can process, thus the transfer probability of pipeline
queueing networks is obtained. The instruction flows of the
five level pipeline queueing network are shown in the transfer
matrix (9) .

P =


0.0 0.99 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.81 0.05 0.14
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11 0.80
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.61
0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.0

 (9)

Vector processor has been simulated using FPGA pro-
gramming techniques. Processing cycle of node service rate
µ1, µ2, µ4, µ5 is 10ns, and processing cycle of node service
rate µ3 is 18ns. Tab. 2 shows the calculation results of path
delay. According to the calculation results, node delay dis-
tribution is uneven. For example, E(T15), when path delay
through the nodes (1, 2, 3 , 5) is 88.129ns, when path delay
through the nodes (1, 2, 4, 5) is 41.340ns. This is because
the bottlenecks segment of pipeline results in that overall
system efficiency is not high.

4.2 A case study
From the node service rate queueing network of five level

pipeline, The processing time of executing module is larger
than the processing time of the other four modules. As can
be seen from Tab. 2, the path containing node 3 has a
larger delay. Thus the problem about leading to the uneven
distribution of the node delay and becoming a bottleneck in
the pipeline segment need to be improved.

In the pipeline architecture of vector processors, the amount

Table 2: The path delay of five level pipeline

delay
Paths Paths Dealy Average Node

(ns) Delay (ns)
E(T13) Node1,2,3 74.058 24.686
E(T14) Node 1,2,4 30.433 10.144
E(T14) Node 1,2,3,4 84.974 21.244
E(T15) Node 1,2,3,5 88.129 22.032
E(T15) Node 1,2,4,5 41.340 10.335
E(T15) Node 1,2,3,4,5 95.880 19.176
E(T15) Node 1,2,5 30.490 10.163
E(T15) Node 1,2,3,4,5,3,4,5 117.700 14.713

of tasks of the executing module can be divided into scalar
data processing, multiplication and vector operations. If
there are multiplication and vector operations, then increase
service time delay in the executing module (EX). As for ser-
vice time of any task, three operations can be completed
within 10ns. Therefore, node 3 (EX) is divided into scalar
computing module (EXI), vector computing module (EXV)
and multiplication module (MUL). The service rate of each
node is approximately the same in the queueing network,
the improved pipeline queueing network model is shown in
Fig. 4.

Figure 4: The improved pipeline queueing network

According to the practical engineering application of vec-
tor processor, implementation code are classified. Statistic
results show that the probability of using the multiplication
instruction is about 0.19, and the probability of using vector
instruction about 0.22. The instruction flows of the pipeline
queueing network were shown in the transfer matrix (10)
after improvement.

P =



0.0 0.99 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.34 0.19 0.22 0.12 0.13
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23 0.65
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.58 0.31
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.48 0.52
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.54
0.0 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.04 0.0 0.0


(10)

Tab. 3 shows the path delay calculation results, which is
obtained by instruction stream of the different running paths
after improved queueing network. The average node delays



tend to balance in all the paths from calculation results in
Tab. 3.

4.3 Contrast of system average delay calcula-
tion

The comparison is obtained by maximum average node
delay of before and after improved pipeline queueing network
as Fig. 5. Where, N = 3, 4, 5, 8 means 3, 4, 5, 8 nodes
through path, respectively. The average node delays in all
paths tend to balance after improvement.

The pipeline average delay of queueing network with 8
paths before improvement (as shown in Fig. 3) is calculated
by formula (9) and the result is E8(T ) = 66.666ns. The
pipeline average delay of queueing network with 13 paths af-
ter improvement (as shown in Fig. 4) is E13(T ) = 29.780ns.
Improved pipeline average delay of queueing network delay
for vector processor is reduced to 44.67% with the result
before the improvement.

Table 3: The path delay calculation results after im-
provement

delay
Paths Paths Dealy Average Node

(ns) Delay (ns)
E(T13) Node 1,2,3 31.826 10.609
E(T14) Node 1,2,4 30.840 10.280
E(T16) Node 1,2,3,6 42.299 10.425
E(T16) Node 1,2,4,6 41.417 10.354
E(T16) Node 1,2,5,6 41.663 10.416
E(T17) Node 1,2,3,7 43.291 10.823
E(T17) Node 1,2,4,7 41.140 10.285
E(T17) Node 1,2,5,7 41.720 10.430
E(T17) Node 1,2,3,6,7 53.642 10.728
E(T17) Node 1,2,4,6,7 52.760 10.552
E(T17) Node 1,2,5,6,7 53.006 10.601
E(T17) Node 1,2,3,6,7,3,6,7 85.750 10.719
E(T17) Node 1,2,5,6,7,5,6,7 85.152 10.644

5. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the efficiency factor of vector processor

pipeline and improved methods. Queueing network model
for vector processor pipeline is established, and performance
parameters of delay are analyzed. Finally, the method for
eliminating bottleneck of pipeline delay is proposed. Sys-
tem delay problem of uneven distribution is solved by the
method, which execute module (EX) is divided into scalar
computing module (EXI), vector computing module (EXV)
and multiplication module (MUL). The path delay of vector
processor pipeline and the average delay of entire queueing
network have been reduced after improved queueing network
model. This study is provided with some guidance for the
future design and modeling pipeline architecture of vector
processor.

The queueing network model of single-server system is dis-
cussed in this paper. Multi-server situation (i.e., multi-core
processors and on-chip network), and performance optimiza-
tion for internal module of pipeline, as well as processing
blocking between the modules, will be follow up research.

Figure 5: The comparison of maximum average node
delay of before and after improvement
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